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Abstract.We havecarriedoutMonteCarlocalculations
of thevelocitydistributions
and

escape
fractions
for14Nand•SNreleased
indissociative
recombination
of2SN]and29N],
respectively,
for a rangeof iontemperatures
(T3 andelectron
temperatures
(T•) appropriate
to
theMartianexosphere.
Separate
calculations
werecarriedoutforeachvibrational
levelof N]
for 0 < v < 6. We have taken into account the variation in the dissociativerecombination

crosssectionwith relativevelocityof the ion andelectron,andthe differencesin the

vibrational
androtational
energy
levels
of2SN]
and29•.Theescape
probabilities
andratios
arefoundtobequitesensitive
tothetemperature
oftheN] ions,butlesssototheelectron
temperature
ortotheassumed
rotational
distribution.
Theescape
probabilities
forN] (v = 0),

withT•= 400K andTe= 2000K andanassumed
escape
velocity
of4.877kms
'• are0.391
and0.669for•SNand14N,
respectively.
Theratiooftheescape
fractions,
which
isameasure
of theisotope
differentiation
effect,is0.58.Thisvalueis closeto theratio0.51computed
by
Wallis[1978],buttheindividual
escape
fractions
aresmallerthanhisvaluesby abouta third.
Samplecalculationsare carriedout of the time evolutionof the N2 abundanceand of the

isotope
enhancement
ratioto illustrate
theeffectof thenewcomputed
escape
probabilities.
It
is foundthattheN isotopes
arestillpredicted
to be overfractionated
overthelast3.8 Gyr,but
therequirements
onthemechanism
assumed
to reducetheescape,suchastheexistenceof a
dense,earlyatmosphere,
arereduced
overthoserequiredby calculations
thatemploythe
escapefractionsof Wallis.
1.

Introduction

The mass spectrometersaboard the Viking 1 and 2

spacecraft
measured
the •SN/•4Nratioduringtheirdescent through the atmosphereof Mars and found it to
be larger than the terrestrial value by a factor of about
1.62 [Nier and McElroy, 1976, 1977; Nier et al., 1976;

Owene! al., 1977].Although•SNmaybe produced
to
some extent in the Mars atmosphere by cosmic ray in-

teractionswith atmosphericoxygen[e.g., Yanagitaand

boundary of the nearly collisionlessregion of the atmosphere,is near 195 km at low solaractivity on Mars.
For an escapemechanismwith no intrinsic isotopeeffect, diffusiveseparationleadsto a relativeescaperate
of •SN comparedto •4N at the exobaseof about 0.86
[McElroyet al., 1977].
Althoughthermal (Jeans)escapefrom Mars is negligible for heavy speciessuch as N, there are several
nonthermal escapeprocessesthat can produceN atoms
with velocitiesin excessof the escapevelocity, such

Imamura,1978;Lal,1993],thisanomalous
•SN/•4Nra- as photodissociationand photodissociativeionization of
tio is predominantly produced by preferential escape N2 [Brinkmann,1971],photoelectron-impact
dissociaof •4N. Becauseof diffusiveseparationabove the ho- tion and dissociativeionization [e.g., McElroy et al.,
mopause, which is near 120-125 km, the relative abun- 1976], a few very exothermicion-moleculereactions
danceof •5N•4N comparedto •4N•4Nis depletedat the [Foz and Dalgarno,1983],and dissociative
recombinaaltitudes from which escapeoccurscompared to that in tionof N2
+ with electrons
[McElroye! al., 1976;Walthe bulk atmosphere. The exobase,which is the lower lis, 1978; Foz and Dalgarno, 1983]. Another potential
nonthermal escapemechanismis sputtering of neutral
atmosphericspeciesby planetary ions pickedup by the

•Alsoat MarineSciences
Research
Center,
StateUniversity
of solar wind [Luhmanne! al., 1992]. Somepreliminary
calculationsof escapefluxesof N atoms due to sputter-

New York, StonyBrook.

Copyright 1997 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

ingby O+ ionswerepresented
by Jakosky
e! al. [1994].

Paper number 97JE00086.

Escape fluxes of N from Mars and estimates of the time
evolution of the isotoperatio and N2 inventory have also

0148-0227/97/ 97JE- 00086$09.00

beenpresentedby, for example,McElroy[1972],McEl9191
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roy et al. [1976,1977],Yunget al. [1977],Wallis[1978,
1989],Fox and Dalgarno[1983],and Fox[1993].

calculations for several vibrational levels and rotational
distributions and include the effect of the decrease of

In almost all analysesof the escapeof nitrogen from the DR crosssectionwith velocity. For a neutral model

Mars,dissociative
recombination
(DR) ofN2
+ abovethe basedon Viking I data, our computedexobaseescape
Martian exobase has been found to be one of the most
fractionsof •SN and •4N for ionsin the groundvibraimportantescape
mechanisms.
DR of N2
+ canproceedtional state are smallerthan thosecomputedby Wallis,
via three possible channels:

but our derivedratio near 200 km, about 0.58, is close

N• + ½- N(4S)+ N(ZD)+ 3.44½V

(la)

N• + ½-.N(4S)+ N(•P)+ 2.24½V

(lb)

N• + e-, N(4D)+ N(•D)+ 1.06½V

(1½)

to his value.

2. Parameters and Assumptions
2.1.

The Escape Velocity

The escapeenergyof an 14Nat the equatorialexobase The escapevelocity,Vescof a particle in a planetary
is about 1.722eV, so escapeof 14Nis possibleonly atmosphereis that for which the kinetic and gravitafor dissociativerecombinationsproceedingvia channel tional potential energiesare equal,and is givenby

(la). Moreover,sincethe exothermicityof reaction
(la) is about twicethe •4N escapeenergy,the velocity distributionof the •4N atomsreleasedin the re-

Ves½(2gr)•/2,

(2)

action is important in determining the escapingfrac- where g is the accelerationof gravity and r is the dis-

tion. In DR of 29N2+
, the •SN atomis released
with tance from the centerof the planet. By convention,the
14/29 x 3.44 eV - 1.66eV, which is significantlyless acceleration of gravity is consideredto be the vector

than the •5N escapeenergyof about 1.844eV. Con- sum of the gravitational and the centrifugal accelera-

sequently,
the fractionof 15Natomsreleased
in (la)

tions:

g(r) - GM/r • - w•rcosq3,

with velocitiesgreater than the escapevelocity is much

(3)

smallerthan that of •4N, and there is an isotopedif- whereG - 6.670x 10-Sdyncm• g-• is thegravitational

ferentiation
effect inherent in the DR mechanism that
constant, M is the massof the planet, cois the angular
operatesin addition to the effect of diffusiveseparation velocity of rotation of the planet, and •bis the latitude.
between the homopauseand the exobase.One measure TheproductGM forMarsis4.28281x
10•Scm3s-•
[Bills
of the magnitude of this effect is the ratio R of the es- and Ferrari, 1978],and the angularvelocityis similar

cape probabilitiesor fractionsof XSNand •4N, which to that of the Earth, 7.08822x 10-5 tad s-•. The ra-

we define here as the fraction

of atoms with velocities
dius of Mars is 3396 km at the equator and 3378 km
in excessof the escapevelocity. It shouldbe noted that at the poles, with a mean value of 3389.9 km. The
when the planetary escapefluxes are evaluated, the es- escapevelocities as a function of altitude at the equacape fraction is usually divided by 2 to accountfor the
N atoms which are released with their velocity vectors
oriented

300

downward.

Usingan analyticalmethod, Wallis[1978]computed

thetheescape
fractions
andratioR for DR of N2
+ (assumedto proceedvia channel(la)) on Marsfor an ion
temperature of 400 K, the approximate value measured

by the Viking retardingpotentialanalyzer(RPA) near
200 km [Hansonet al., 1977].He reportedescapefractionsfor •SN and lqN of 0.473and 0.922,respectively,
with a ratio of 0.51. In this calculation, the electron

temperaturewas assumedto be low (400-800K) and

200

-

-• _

peratures in the Martian exospherefrom Viking RPA
data that were much larger, of the order of 2000 - 3000
K. Furthermore, Wallis did not take into account the

_

100
-

vibrational
or rotationalenergyof the N2
+ ionsor the
variation of the DR crosssection with relative velocity
of the ion and electron.

-

'"
'•• kkk

•

was therefore neglected. A decadeafter the analysisof

Wallis,HansonandMantas[1988]derivedelectrontem-

•

0

-

....

4.8

We report here Monte Carlo calculations of the ve-

locity distributionsand the escapeprobabilitiesof •4N Figure 1.

I ....
4.85

".•\\\\

I , , , , I ....
4.9

4.95

5

5.05

Escape Velocity (km s-•)

Escape velocities in the Martian at-

and•SNproduced
in dissociative
recombination
of N2
+ mospherefrom the surfaceto 300 km as a function

for a range of ion and electron temperatures appropri- of altitudeat the equator(dottedline), poles(dashed
ate to the Martian ionosphere. We have carried out line), and 30ø latitude(solidline).
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+ VibrationalEnergies
andDistribution
in
for, poles,and a latitude of 30ø are shownin Figure 1. Table 1. N2
At the surface the escapevelocities are in the range the Martian Exosphere
5.01-5.05 kms-x, but at 200 kin, thesevaluesdecrease
Fraction

to 4.871- 4.896kms-x. The N2
+ densitydistribution
peaksnear 215 kin, but the dissociafive
recombination v
rate maximizes
near205-210km [e.g.,Fox et al., 1994],

wherethe escape
velocityis about4.870kms-x.
2.2. The Energy Released in Dissociative

Recombinationof N2+
Theenergyreleased
in DR of 2SN2+
for ground
state

0
i
2
3
4
5

200km

Energy, eV

300km

0.573
0.208
0.105
0.056
0.033
0.026

0.500
0.249
0.126
0.067
0.033
0.024

28N2
+

29N2
+

0.1363
0.4060
0.6715
0.9330
1.1905
1.4437

0.1341
0.3993
0.6605
0.9179
1.1713
1.4207

productsand reactantsis the differencebetweenthe
ionizationpotentialof 2SN2(15.5808eV) [Lidset al.,
1988]and its dissociation
energy(9.7594eV) [Huber constant above about 200 km in the low solar activity
and Herzberg,1979]. No dissociativerecombinafions

model,and the computedfractionalpopulationsat 200
of N2
+ arepredicted
or observed
to produce
two45 and
300 km are shown in Table 1. Since one quantum

atoms,and the mostexothermicchannel(la) yields

+ vibrational
excitation
addsabout0.27eV to the
oneNOS) and oneN(2D). The roetastable
speciesof N2
energyreleasedin (la), vibrationalexcitationwouldbe

N(2Ds/2)andN(2D3/2)lie 2.383and2.384eV aboveexpectedto decreasethe isotopedifferentiationeffect
the groundN(4S) state,respectively.
The distribution
significantly.
^• duct
In the vibrating rotor approximation,the rotational
angularmomentumJ - 5/2 and J - 3/2 in reaction
energiesEr for a rotational quantum number J are
(la) is uncertain,but differences
on the orderof 0.001

eV do not have a significanteffecton our results. We given by
have adoptedan averageof the two excitationenergies

in computing
theexothermicity
of reaction(la); the en-

ergyreleased
for2SN2+
in theground
vibrational
levelis
taken to be 3.4379

Er(J) - BvJ(J+ 1)- D•2(J + 1)2

(5)

B,•- p2Be- p3o•e(v
+ 1/2)

(6)

Dv -- p4De- pS/•e(V
-I-1/2)

(7)

where

eV.

Thepresence
of vibrational
excitation
of theN2
+ increasesthe exothermicity of the DR reaction. The vibrational energyEv is givenapproximatelyby

with

Ev(v)-- pwe(v
+ 1/2)- p2wexe(v
+ 1/2)2+
p3weye(v
+ 1/2)3

and

(4)

3

2

- 4Be/we. The constantsBe, ae, and /•e

for N2
+ of 1.932,0.02and0.0cm-•, respectively,
were
taken from Herzberg[1950],and the valuesof we and

didromic
wherev is thevibrational
quantum
number;
for •SN•+, p are as in equation(4). The homonuclear
ion
28N2+
has
ortho
and
pard
modifications
in
which
p - 1.0,andfor29N2+,
p - (p/pt)•/2 where
p is the
reduced
massof 2SN•+(7.03665amu)andpi is the re- only every other rotationallevel is populated. Twoionsare ortho,with onlyevenJ
ducedmassof 29N2+
(7.2607amu). The valuesof the thirdsof the 28N2+

valuespopulated,and one-thirdare pard,with onlyodd
is not a homonuclear
-0.04 cm-•, respectively
[Herzberg,
19501.The energy J valuespopulated.Since29N2+
levelsfor the first six vibrationallevelsfor 28N2+
and didromic,the rotationallevelsare not restrictedto even
constants we, wexe, and weye are 2207.19, 16.136, and

29N2+
calculated
fromequation
(4) areshown
in Table1. or odd. Rotational quantum numbers J up to 41 were
The vibrational energiesfor the isotopically heavy ion
are only slightly smaller than those for the lighter ion.
Using the energiesof the v - 0 states of the ions and

included.

2.3. Yields of Channels (la)-(lc)
Dissociative

in

Recombination

the analogous
valuesfor 28N2 and 29N2 from Herzberg
[1950],we find that the ionizationpotentialand dissoVibrationalexcitation
of N2
+ mayalsoproduce
a sigciationenergyfor 29N2,15.5810and 9.7618eV, respec- nificantdifferencein the yieldsof channels(la), (lb)
tively,differonlyslightlyfromthoseof 28N2.
and (lc) [Gubcrman,1991;Kella ½tal., 1996]. GuberThe vibrationaldistribution
of N2
+ in the Martian man [1991]carried out large ab initio calculationsof
atmospherehas been demonstrated to be nonthermal at

thecross
sections
for DR of N•+(v- 0), andfoundthat

high altitudesby Fox and Dalgarno[1983;seealsoFox, 88% of the reactionsproducedN(4S) + N(2D), and

1993].Production
of excitedvibrational
levelsof N•+ 12%produced
N(2D) + N(2D). Thiscontrasts
sharply
near the exobaseis due mainly to fluorescentscattering with the flowing afterglow experimentsof Queffelecet

a yieldofabout1.85forN(2D)
ofsolarradiation
in theN• Meinel(A2II•-• X2Xla+
) al. [1985],whomeasured
atoms
and
placed
an
upper
limit of 0.10 on the producandfirstnegative
(B2XI,
+ -• X2Zla
+) bandsystems.
The

vibrationaldistributioncomputedby Fox[1993]is fairly tion of the N(4S) + N(2D) channel.Guberrnan
[1991]

FOX AND I-IAQ:ISOTOPEFRACTIONATIONIN N2
+RECOMBINATION
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10

remarked that the latter measurementsmay apply to

'

I

'

I

•

vibrationally
excitedN2
+. In ourstandard
calculations,
we have therefore assumed that 88% of the dissociative

recombinations
fromN2+(v- 0) and10%fromv > 0
proceedvia channel(la). This set of assumptions
is
similar to those adopted in the N escapecalculationsof

Fox [1993].
In alternative calculations, we adopt the yields mea-

suredrecentlyby Kella et al. [1996].Usingan ion storage ring, they found that a fraction 0.46 of the dissocia-

fiverecombinations
of N2+(v- 0) proceed
viachannel
(la). Forvibrationally
excited
N2
+, theyieldofchannel
(la) couldnot be determined,but the yieldsof channels

(lc) andthe channelleadingto N(2D) + N(2P)were

0.001

found to be approximately equal. The latter channel

is endothermic
byabout0.133eV forground
stateN2
+,
but is available

for reactants

with

sufficient internal

or

0.0001

•
0

kinetic energy. Kella et al. [1996]found no contribu-

100

I
200

•

I

,

300

I

,

400

I
500

•

I
600

•
700

Velocity (km s-•)

tion from v > 3. We have therefore assumed a yield of

0.1for channel
(la) fromN2+(O
< v < 4) andzerofor Figure 3. The relative probabilitiesof dissociativerecombination,
whichare proportionalto vo'(v),shown
binnedinto 3 kms-1 velocityintervals. The values

higher vibrational levels.
3.

were computed using the crosssectionsof Figure 2.

Calculations

3.1.

Althoughthe crosssections
are for N2+(v- 0), the
same relative cross sections were adopted for vibra-

Results

tional

levels with

0 < v < 5.

We have carried out Monte Carlo calculations for the

velocitydistributions
of thefinalN atmosproduced
in DR of

2SN•and2øN•in vibrational
levelsfromv = 0 tov = 5, and numberof the N• weredetermined
by generating
random
we have determinedthe fraction of velocities that are in excess
numbersusingthe NumericalRecipessubroutine
package
of the escapevelocityfor a wide rangeof ion andelectron [Press
etal., 1986].Detailsof theMonteCarlocalculation
are
temperatures.
For eachof 2.1 x 105events,the initial described
in theappendix.
The velocitydistributions
of ions
magnitudes
anddirections
of the velocitiesof the ionsand and electrons were assumed to be Maxwell-Boltzmann
electrons
in theatmospheric
frameandtherotational
quantum distributionscharacterizedby temperaturesT• and Te,
respectively.
In ourstandard
calculation,
therotational
levels
[

i

i

i

i

i i i I

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

were assumedto be populated in a Boltzmann distribution equilibrated with the

ion temperature, but we have tested the sensitivity of
our calculation to this assumption by comparing the
results to those for a rotational temperature T• approx_

imately equal to the neutral temperature of 200 K. The
DR crosssectionwas, however,assumedto be independent of the rotational quantum number.
Separatecalculationswere carried out for eachvibrational level. The probability of a DR reaction taking

E 0_,•
o

.•

10-•5

-

r•
10-•o
o

-

placevariesasvo'(v)wherev is the relativevelocityand
a(v) is thevelocity-dependent
cross
section
for DR. The
relative cross sections were taken from calculations of

10-17

--

10-•8

-

Guberman[1991],and are shownin Figure2. The cross
sectionsat very large and very small velocitieswereextrapolated from the calculatedvaluesand are shown
as dashedcurvesin Figure 2. Although the crosssec100

ooo

Velocity (km s-•)

Figure 2. The crosssectionsfor dissociativerecombi-

nationof N2
+(v - 0) asa function
ofvelocity
fromthe
ab initio calculationsof Guberrnan[1991].The dashed
curvesat high and low velocitiesare extrapolationsof
the computed crosssections.

tionsin Figure2 applystrictlyonlyto N2+(v
- 0), the
generalbehaviorof the crosssections
for highervibrational levels should be similar.

The DR cross sections

for a variety of ions are found to vary approximately

as E -1 or v-2 and the rate coefficients
as T/-ø'5ñø'2
[e.g.,Mitchell,1990].We haveadoptedthe samerela-

tivecross
section
asa function
ofvelocity
forN2
+(v > 0)
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I

0.01

0.01
0.005

0.005

/
I

0

0

5 x 10

10

1.5x 10 u

Speed (cm s-')

-

5x10

?

Electron Speed (em s-')

Figure4. Initialdistributions
ofthespeeds
ofN•+ ions(left)andelectrons
(right)intheatmospheric
frame for one of the Monte Carlo calculationsfor T/=400 K and Te=2000 K. The probabilitiesare
per velocitybin, whichis 861.4 cms-1 for the ion and 4.352 x 105cms-1 for the electron. The
velocity bins are only for the purposeof presentationand were not used in the calculations.

asfor N2
+ (v - 0). Forthe purposes
of thiscalculation,to be equal to 4.877 km s-1. The fractionsof 15N and
the relativeprobabilities(v•r) werebinnedinto 3 km/s 14Nwithvelocities
greaterthanvestare0.391and0.669,
velocity intervals and are shownin Figure 3. Note that
for the purposesof computingthe escapeprobabilities,
only the relative crosssectionsare important. The absolutecrosssectionsand rate coefficientsare important,
however,in the application to the atmosphereof Mars.
The initial

electron

and ion velocities

respectively, with a ratio of 0.585. Use of the smaller

equatorial vest, 4.871 kms-1 increasesthe fractions
for 7• = 400 K T• = 2000 K and Tr = Ti by 2% or

lessto 0.399 and 0.675for 15N and 14N,respectively,
with a ratio R of 0.590. Use of the larger polar escape

in the atmos-

velocity,4.896 kms-1, reducesthe escapefractionsby
pheric(laboratory)frameweredecomposed
into the ve- 5% or lessto 0.371for 15Nand 0.651for 14N;the value
locity of the center of mass and the particle velocities for R is similar, about 0.570.
in the center-of-mass
(CM) frame. The anglesof the
The velocity distributions and escapefractions show
final velocities of the N atoms in the CM frame were
very little dependence on rotational distribution. The
assumedto be distributed isotropically. Given the ini- solid curvesin Figure 5a are the velocity distributions
tial velocitiesof the ion and the electron,the scattering obtained for T• = T/, and the dotted curvesare the reangles,andthe exothermicity
of the DR reaction(which suits for T•=200 K, the approximate value of the neudependson the rotational and vibrationalenergylevel tral temperature. The escape fractions for the lower
of N•+),thefinalN atomvelocities
in thecenter-of-mass
rotational temperature are only slightly lessthan those
frameweredeterminedusingconservation
of energyand for the higher rotational temperature: 0.380 and 0.657
momentum.

The final velocities in the CM frame were

for 15N and 14N, respectively.The velocitydistribu-

combinedwith the center-of-massvelocity to determine tions for T•=1000 K (with Te=2000 K) are illustrated
the velocitiesof the N atomsin the atmospheric
(labo- in Figure 5b. The fractionswith velocitiesgreater than
ratory) referenceframe.
the escape velocity for Tr = Tn = 200 K and for
Examplesof the initial distributionsof the speedsof T• = T/ = 1000 K differ by less than 6%: 0.447 and

the N2
+ ionsandthe electrons
in theatmospheric
frame 0.474, respectively,
for 15N, and 0.629 and 0.654, reK and Te=2000 spectively,
for 14N.The valuesof/• arenearlythe same
K. The initial speeds
are shownbinnedin 200velocity (0.71-0.72) in either case.
intervals
overthe range0 to 5(kT/m)l/2, wherem is
The computed15Nand 14Nescape
probabilities
and
are presentedin Figure 4 for •=400

the massof the particleand T is its temperature.The ratiosasa function
ofvibrational
energy
levelofN2
+ for
binningis onlyfor purposesof presentationand wasnot v = 0- 6 are shownin Figure6 for •-400 K, Te--2000
usedin the calculations.The final velocitydistributions K, and Tr = T/. As expected,the escapeprobabilities

of14Nand15NfromDRof2SN2+
and29N2+
, respectively,
increase
andtheisotope
differentiation
decreases
signifiareshownassolidcurves
in Figure5a for N2+(v- 0), cantlywithincreasing
vibrational
level.ForN2
+(v - 1),

•=400 K, Te-2000 K, with the rotationaltemperature the escapefractionsare 0.578for 15N,and 0.829for
with a ratio of 0.70; for v - 2 the fractionsare 0.746
in this figureis the escapevelocityat 195km, assumed and 0.924, respectively,with a ratio of 0.81. The isoTr assumedto be equilibrated with T/. The vertical line
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• ....

• ....

• I ....

.':.•.
::.:.

• ....

a

asTe increases
from400to 3000K. The change
in R as

•

afunction
ofelectron
temperature
forthefirstsixvibrational levels is shownin Figure 7b. The value of R for

0.02

v -- 0 increases from about 0.51 to 0.63 as Te increases

from 400 to 3000 K. The low T, valuescorrespondto the
conditions at the Martian exobaseassumedby Wallis

0.015

[1978]' and our computedvaluefor R is almostidenticalto hisreportedvalue.The escaping
fractionsfor 15N

and14N
are,however,
significantly
smaller
thanWallis's
values
of0.473
and0ß922
respectively.
Possible
sources
•

0.01

of the disagreementwill be discussedbelow.
The variation of the escapeprobability with ion temperature for T,-2000 K is shown in Figure 8a for the

0.005

firstfourvibrational
levels
ofN2
+. Adramatic
increase
in the escapeprobabilityin DR of 29N•(v - 0) for 15N

0

3xlos

4x•o5
5x•o5
6x•05
NVelocity
(cms-•)

is seenasTi increases
from200K to 2000K. For2øN2+
7x•05 vibrationallevelswith v > 1 and for all valuesof v
for28N2+
, however,
theescape
probability
is seento decreasewith increasingion temperature. This effect can

0'015
L....

' ' ' •i"•'-:•t•'"
".i.:'•'•.'
• ' ' ' ....b I

beunderstood
asfollows.
The
width
ofthe
final
veloc-

ity distributionof the N atomsis determinedmostlyby

thewidthoftheinitialN2
+ velocity
distribution.
Thisis
illustrated in Figures 5a and 5b, which showa large increasein the spread of velocitiesas the ion temperature
increasesfrom 400 to 1000 K. Although the mean veloc-

0.01

ities of the 14Natomsincreaseonly slightly,from 5.04
kmS-1 tO 5.10 kms- 1 overthis temperature
range,the

=

•
•o

standard
deviations
increase
bymore
than50%,from
0.36kms-1to0.56kms-1. Astheiontemperature

increases,the width of the distribution increasesmuch
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(a)
Velocity
distributions
for
15N
and
14N
.'"'""'"•/
from
dissociative
recombination
of29N2+
and
28N•+• 0.8
• re-

spectively,for T/=400 K and Te:2000 K. The solid

"

curvesare for Tr - • and the dottedcurvesare the

•

results
forTr:200K,theapproximate
value
oftheneu-
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curves
are
forTr=T/--1000
Kas
and
thedotted
curves
are • -""•Rati...?....../."
tral
temperature.
(b)Same
Figure
5a,
but
the
solid
.......
/

for Tr = 200 K.

tope fractionationdisappearsfor all practicalpurposes

for v > 4, wheretheescape
fractions
are0.90or more
and R is greater than 0.95.

Thevariation
oftheescape
probability
withelectron

04
0

s•Vibrational
Level

temperaturefrom 400 to 3000K for T/- 400 K for the Figure 6. Escapefractionsfor 15N and 14N and

firstfourvibrational
levelsof N2
+ is shown
in Figure7a theirratioasa functionof vibrational
energylevel

forboth15Nand•4N.Theslopeoftheescape
proba- for• - 400K andT, - 2000K. Thesolid
curves
are
bilityasa function
ofTeissmall
anddecreases
withan relative
theresults
computed
with
the
assumption
that
the
DR cross sections for all v are the same as

increase
inthevibrational
energy
level.
Forv- 0the those
presented
byGuberman
[1991]
forv- 0.The
15N
escape
probability
increases
from
0.292
to0.446
and dashed
curves
arethevalues
obtained
byassuming

the14Nescape
probability
increases
from0.574to0.713 thattheDRcross
sections
arevelocity-independent.
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tiesof the productN atomsslightly,but haslittle effect
on the spread of velocities.
The variation of the ratio R as a function of ion temperature for the first six vibrational levels is shown in

0.8

Figure8b. ForN•(v - 0), R is seento increase
sub-

.................................
14
N

stantiallyfrom 0.46 to 0.80 as the ion temperatureincreases from 200 to 2000 K. For v -

1 the ratio also

increases
with temperature,
but for v- 2 or 3, R initially decreasesand then beginsto increaseover the
samerange. For v _>4 the valuedecreases
slightly,but
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Figure 7. (a) The variationof the escapeprobabilities of •SN and •4N with electrontemperaturefrom
400 to 3000 K for T/:
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dashedcurvesare for v = 3. (b) The variationof/• as
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brationallevelsof N2
+. The lowT, valuescorrespond
to the conditions at the Martian exobase assumed by
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Wallis [1978].
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faster than the averagevelocity. If the mean velocity of
the product N atom is larger than the escapevelocity, as
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is alwaysthe casefor •4N, then the fractionof N atoms Figure 8. (a) The escapeprobabilitiesof •SN and
with velocitieslessthan vestis increasedby broadening
the velocity distribution. By contrast, adding vibrational or rotational energy to the ion or increasingthe
temperature of the electronsincreasesthe mean veloci-

•4N as a functionof ion temperature
for Te=2000K
for thefirstfourvibrational
levelsof N2
+. The curves
correspond
to vibrationallevelsasin Figure?a. (b)
The ratio /• as a functionof ion temperaturefor the

first 6 vibrational

levels.
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3.2.

Sources

of Error

effecton the escapefractionsis significant,it is only

Although we have been careful here to determineand of the order of 10%, and the differencesin the relative
quote energiesand velocitiesto three or more significant crosssectionsfor differentvibrational energylevelsare
figures to reduce some of the sourcesof uncertainty, unlikely to be this large. The assumptionof isotropic
the accuracy and applicability of these calculationsare scatteringin the CM systemis alsoa potential sourceof
obviously more limited. For example, we found that the error, but again there is not enoughinformationavailvariation of the escapevelocity with latitude at a fixed able about the DR cross sections as a function of scataltitude causesthe escapeprobabilitiesto vary by only tering angle to estimatethe magnitudeof the effect.
Monte Carlo calculationsare inherently somewhat
about 5%. The uncertainty in the model atmosphere
noisy,
and it is importantto ascertainthe magnitudeof
at different latitudes is far greater. The only in situ
the
uncertainty
introducedby this calculationmethod.
measurementsof the Martian thermosphere-ionosphere
Random
number
generatorsare never truly random,
available at present are data from the Viking 1 and
and
we
are
of
necessity
dealingwith a finite numberof
2 spacecraft, which entered the atmosphere at about
events. One indication of the "noise" level is illustrated
1600 and 1000 local times, respectively, and at 22.3øN
and 47.6øN latitudes, respectively. The altitude of the by the deviation of the initial speeddistributionsof the
exobaseat, say,90ø latitude is unknown,so eventhough ions and electronsfrom a perfect Maxwell-Boltzmann
the escapevelocity at any altitude over the polesis well distribution,as shownin Figure 4. The differencebedetermined, the escapevelocity at the polar exobaseis tween the final velocity distributionsof the two 14N
much more uncertain.

atomsproduced
in DR of 28N•+,
whichshould
theoreti-

In this calculation, we have taken into account the
differencesin the rotational and vibrational energylev-

callybeidentical,is anotherindicationof themagnitude
of the noiseinvolved.For example,in our • = 400 K,

energiesof the two isotopicspeciesfor the first few vibrational levels differ by lessthan a couplehundredths
of an eV, and energydifferencesof this order of magnitude do not make a significantdifferencein the escape
probabilities. Neither do the differencesin the rotational energy levels or the existenceof ortho and para

are found to have averagefinal velocitiesof 5.0385 and

(v - 0)calculation,
thetwo•4Natoms
elsof29N2+
and28N•+.
In fact,however,
thevibrationalT•=2000K, 28N•+

modifications
for 28N2+
(butnotfor 2SN•+).
Therota-

5.0396kms-l, a difference
of onlya fewhundredths
of
a percent. The standard deviations of the distributions

are 0.3635and 0.3628 kms-1, and the escapeprobabilities are 0.6695 and 0.6728, both differencesof a few
tenths of a percent.

In the Monte Carlo calculationsthat we report here,

wehavesampled
2.1x 105individual
events.In doubling
thenumberofeventsfromthe 1.05x 105to 2.1x 105,the
average
finalvelocityof oneof the 14Natomschanges
from 5.0382to 5.0385kms-1, and the escapeproba-

tional energy levels are closeenoughtogether that the
rotational energy distributionsare similar for both ions
at a given temperature. In any case,changingthe rotational temperature by factors of 2 or so has little effect
bilities increaseby lessthan 0.1%. Changingthe inion the escapeprobabilities.
tial
seedsfor the randomnumbergenerator,however,
The effect of the dependenceof the DR crosssection

on the rotationalenergylevelis potentiallysignificant,changesthe individualescapeprobabilitiesby a larger

factor, 0.2-1.0%. We conclude that the error introof rotational quantum number on DR cross sections. duced by the Monte Carlo calculations themselvesis
Similarly, the use of the same relative crosssectionsfor of the order of 1% at most and is certainlylessthan
vibrational energy levels v > 0 as for v -0 is another that introducedby simplifyingthe physicsor the useof
potential source of error. DR of different vibrational approximate physical parameters.
states can occur on completely different potential surfaces, and the absolute magnitude of the crosssections 4. Discussion and Implications
can vary significantly with vibrational quantum number. Although little is known about crosssectionsfor 4.1. Comparison With the Results of Wallis
but there is little

information

available

about the effects

DR fromexcitedvibrational
levelsof N•, calculations
now in progressmay yield more information in the near

The only previously publishedcalculation of relative

future [Guberman,1993]. In any case,the effectis prob- escape
fractions
in DR of N2
+ is that of Wallis[1978]
ably smaller than that of the increasein the exothermic- for N2+(v- 0), Ti=400,andlowTe. Our studywas
ity of the reaction with vibrational excitation. In Fig- motivated partly by the report of high electrontemperure 6 we comparethe escapefractionfor 15Nand 14N atures in the Martian exospherefrom Viking RPA data
and their ratio as a function of vibrational energy level [HansonandMantas,1988],andpartly by the nonther-

for two cases.In the standardcase(solidcurve),the malvibrational
distribution
forN2
+ predicted
bymodels
relative DR cross section for all v is assumed to be that
[FoxandDalgarno,1983;Fox,1993].In previous
modcomputedby Guberman[1991]for v = 0. The dashed elsof nitrogenescape,we assumedthat the escapefraccurvesare the valuesobtained by assumingthat the DR tionsgivenby Wallis[1978]
applied
to DRofN2
+(v - 0)
cross sections are velocity-independent. Although the for all conditionsand that the isotope effect disappeared
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for v > 0 [e.g., Fox and Dalgarno,1983]. Wallis com-

putedescapefractionsof 0.473for •SN and 0.922for
•4N. The latter value was misquotedin our previous
models[Fox and Dalgarno,1983;Fox, 1993],due to a
typographicalerror in the paper by Wallis [1978]that
gavehalf the escapingfractionas 41.6% (or R=0.57)
in the text, rather than the 46.1% (or R=0.51) that is
indicated

his Table
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Our computed valuesof R for the same ion and elec300

tron temperaturesas consideredby Wallis [1978]give

....

an almost identical value for R, but the escapingfrac-

280
•-

tions,about 0.29 for •SN and 0.57 for 14N,are about

260

one-third smaller than his. Wallis used a slightly larger
exothermicity of 3.45 eV and a slightly smaller escape

•00

by about4 and 8% for •4N and •SN,respectively.
Our

0

by lowerrelative velocities(Figures2 and 3) and this
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of DR cross section with ve-

locity also contributes to, but does not totally explain
the difference. As discussedpreviously, DR is favored

]
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•20

the escapefractions for T/:400 K, T,=400 K increase
of the variation

[

•40

velocityof 4.86 km s-•; whenthesevaluesare adopted,

inclusion
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Escape Fraction
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Figure 9. Altitude profilesof the escapefractions
and R values computed for the conditions of the
Martian exosphere.The measuredvaluesof T/and

preferenceleads to a reduction in the escapefractions
by about 10% when comparedto calculationsin which
the crosssection is assumedto be velocity independent.
On the other hand, Wallis also neglectedthe rotational
energy of the ion, which is not seriousfor Tr _<400 K,
but should cause his escape fractions to be underestimated by a few percent. Thus some of the discrepancy
can be accounted for, but about half of the difference

T, fromthe VikingRPAdata,modeled
N2
+ vibra-

remains unexplained.
As Wallis predicted, the escape fractions are not

channel
(la) computed
by Gubcrman
[1991]forthe

much affected by electron temperatures in the range
400-800 K. The measured electron temperatures are,
however, of the order of 2000-3000 K in the Martian exosphere. The value of/• computedfor low electron temperatures and v: 0 is about 0.51, while for T,=2000 K,
the escapefractions are larger, and/• increasesto 0.58.

In general,the isotopedifferentiationeffectdecreases
as
the electron temperature increases,but not greatly so.

tional distribution, and calculatedescapevelocities
were used. The solid curves are the escape frac-

tionsper N2
+ dissociative
recombination,
and the
dottedcurvesare per N2
+ dissociative
recombination in channel(la). The curveslabeled "ratio"
are the /• values and do not include the effect of

diffusiveseparationabovethe homopause. (top)
The results obtained using the yields of 0.88 for

groundvibrationallevel,and 0.1 for excitedvibrationalstates. (bottom)The resultsobtainedwith
the recentlymeasuredyieldsof K½lla½tal. [1996]
for the groundstate, and 0.1 for vibrationallevels
with v - 0-

Application

to the Martian

to be 0.

creases
from 4.877 to 4.850 kms-t overthe range195
to 300 km.

4.2.

3. The yield for higher vibrational

levels was assumed

All

these

effects

should

contribute

to the

Exosphere

expected increase in /•, or decreasein the isotope difWe have applied our resultsby computingthe escape ferentiation, with an increase in altitude.

fractions
in N2
+ DR asa function
ofaltitudein theMar-

We have carried

out two sets of calculations

of the es-

tian exosphere. In our calculations,we have included capefractionsof x•N and •4N in the Martian exosphere
the measured altitude dependenceof the ion and elec- in whichweemploythe yieldsof channel(la) for ground

tron temperatures
and the modelN½ vibrationaldis- stateN•+ alternatively
fromthecomputations
of Gubcrtribution, and the altitude-dependentescapevelocity. man [1991]and from the measurements
of Kella et al.
The ion temperature as measuredby the Viking 1 RPA [1996],as discussed
in section2.3. For vibrationallyex-

+, weassume
that theyieldof channel
(la)is
(at low solar activity) increases
sharplyaboveabout citedN2
175 km, rangingfrom about 300 to 2500 K overthe al- close to the upper limit of 0.1 measuredby Queffelec
titude range195 to 300 km [Hanson½tal., 1977]. The et al. [1985]. Although the absolutevaluesof the DR

vibrational
distribution
ofN2
+ in theMartianexospherecross

sections

or rate

coefficients

did not enter into our

wascomputedby Fox andDalgarno[108:i;seealsoFox, isotope fractionation calculations, in this application,
1993],and the excitedfractionwasfoundto rangefrom the rate coefficientsfor DR are assumednot to vary
43% at 200 km to 50% at 300 km (Table 1). The elec- with vibrational quantum number. The validity of this
tron temperature approximately doublesfrom 2000 to
nearly 4000 K from the base of the exosphereto 300

assumption is unknown, but may become better con-

strainedin the nearfuture [e.g.,Guberman,
1993]).The

km [HansonandMantas,1988];the escapevelocityde- resulting escapefractions and ratios are shownin Fig-
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ures 9a and 9b. The curve labeled "ratio" is the value
of R for the DR mechanism as a function of altitude

1.5

anddoesnotinclude
theeffectofdiffusive
separation

1

above the exobase. R increases from about 0.55 near

theexobase
(195km)to about0.85near300km.The

0.5

dashed
curvesaretheescape
fractions
for •5N and•4N

perDR proceeding
viachannel
(la) andthusarecom-

•o 0

parablein somesenseto the valuescomputed
by Wallis,
althoughtheyrepresent
averages
overvibrationallevels.

c• 0
• 1 5 '--4.

The•4Nescape
fraction
isfairlyconstant
asafunction < '

ofaltitude,
varying
fromabout
0.69to0.73over
the • 1
exosphere,
but the •SN escapefractionis far morevari-

•

able, increasingfrom less than 0.4 to about 0.62. The

•=0.5

relativelyconstantvaluesfor •4N arisefrom the near

•

cancellation of the effects of the increasein ion temperature, which by itself would lead to a reduction in the

© 0
0
o

escape
fraction,andof theincrease
in electrontempera-

•

tureandvibrational
excitation,
whichalonewould
lead

-1.5

10 9

2 x 10 9

3 x 10 9

10 •

2x 10 9

3x 10 9

to an increasein the escapingfraction. The solid curves

aretheescape
fractions
perN•
+ DRinallchannels,
and
thus include the effects of the assumedyield for chan-

1
0.5

nel (la). It is clearthat only 20-40%of the N atoms

released
in DR of N• in theexosphere
havesufficient
energy to escape. Here again, we note that the actual
escape probabilities will be of the order of half these
numbers, since the N atoms with their velocity vector
in the downward hemisphereare generallyassumednot
to leave the gravitational field of the planet.

0
0

Time Before Present (Yr)

Figure 10.

Predicted isotope enhancementratio

(the isotoperatio in the Martian atmosphere
divided
by that of the currentterrestrialatmosphere)
as a

function of time. The solid curves are for no assumed

5. Examples of Time Evolution
Calculations

for

Mars

In this section we present sample time evolution calculations for N2 in the Martian atmosphere to illustrate the effects of the isotope differentiation results.
We adopt the N photochemical escapefluxes averaged

overlowandhighsolaractivities(forthe currentepoch)
presentedby Fox [1993]. For the escapefractionsand

dense, early atmosphere,and the dashedcurvesare

for the initial CO2 pressures
as labeled.(a) Results
for escapefractionscomputedby Wallis[1978],with

yieldsof channel
(la)for N2
+(v - 0)fromGuberman
[1991]. (b) Resultsusingthe escapefractionscom-

putedherewithyieldsofchannel
(la)for N2
+(v - 0)
from Guberman[1991].(c) Resultsusingthe escape
fractionscomputedherewith yieldsof channel(la)
from Kella et al. [1996].

R, we use the values from the previous sectionat the

peakin the N•+ DR rate, whichis near205-210km.
The calculation includes the increase in the EUV soperaturesof the loweratmosphere,whichwe do not conlar fluxes at earlier times as predicted by Zahnle and sider here. Moreover, the more important parameter is
Walker [1982]and is similar to the N escapecalcula- the distance between the homopause and the exobase,
tions presentedby Jakoskyet al. [1994],but without which we do allow to vary with time. The O mixing rathe contribution of sputtering, which is uncertain by an tio at the homopausewasassumedto vary as the square
root of the solar EUV flux. Photochemicalequilibrium
order of magnitude.
In order to track the changesin the atmospherewith calculations were carried out to determine the ion dentime, we constructedseveralhundred neutral model at- sities at the past and present exobases,and the escape
mospheresfor N2 mixing ratios from 0.01 to 0.997 for fluxes in the past were determined by scalingfrom the
the atmospherefor the current solar photon fluxes, and presentvalue accordingto the ratio of the ratesobtained
for 3 and 6 times the present solar fluxes, which oc- from the past and presentexobasephotochemicalequicurred at approximately 2.5 Gyr and 3.5 Gyr before librium calculations. There is a significantpotential for
the present,respectively[Zahnleand Walker,1982].In error in this assumption, since a complete ionosphere
these models, the homopause is assumedto occur at was not modeled for eachneutral atmosphere. Nonethea fixed pressurelevel [œeovy,1982]and at a constant less, the calculations are meant merely to illustrate the
altitude. Although the assumptionof a constant ho- effect of different assumptions about the escape fracmopauseheight is obviouslyincorrect, the altitude of tions and isotope differentiation effect. More detailed
the homopauseis determined by the densitiesand tem- calculations will be carried out in the future.
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If our computed escape fractions and ratios rather

than thoseof Wallis[1978]are adopted,with the same
assumptions
aboutthe yieldsof channels
(la)-(lc), the

g5
24

initial isotope enhancement ratio is about 0.05, and
the N2 column density is about 2700 times the present
value, as shownin Figures 10b and 11b. A 260-mbar
CO2 atmospherelost with a time constant of 1.1 Gyr is
required to suppressthe nitrogen escapeand reproduce
the observedisotope ratio. For this casethe initial N2
column density is predicted to be similar to that in the
previous calculation, about 4 times the present value.
The most important distinction is that the initial atmosphericCO2 pressureis smaller by a factor of 2 than
that required with the Wallis fractionation factors.
Alternatively, the results reported by Kella et al.

[1996]for the yieldsof channels
(la)-(lc) canbeadopted
,•o•6

.............I

I

forDR of N•+(v). Theresults
fortheseassumptions
are

I

illustrated in Figures 10c and 11c. The initial isotope
enhancement ratio with no dense early atmosphere is
;84
about 0.1, and the initial column density is predicted to
•3
be about 1000 times the present value. A much smaller
initial CO2 pressure is required to suppressthe escape
of N for thi.• ca..•o_If tho CO2 pressureis assumed to
0
109
g x 109
3 x 10 •
be 114 mbar 3.8 Gyr before the present, with a time
constant for loss of 1.4 Gyr, the initial isotope ratio is
Time Before Present (Yr)
found to be equal to the terrestrial value. The predicted
Figure 11. Predicted
N2 column
abundance
asa
functionof time. The assumptions
for the parts of initial N2 column density for this caseis about 6 times
the present value.
thefiguresandcurvesareasin Figure10.
It should be noted, however, that in all three casesit
is not really the initial CO2 pressurethat is important,
but rather the value between the present and about 2
The evolution of the isotope enhancement ratio as
Gyr ago or so that is critical in determining the isoa function of time before present is illustrated in Figtope enhancement. We have assumed that the initial
ure 10afor the escapefractions(0.473for 15N,0.922 atmosphere at 3.8 Gyr before present is lost exponenfor 14N)reportedby Wallis[1978].In thiscalculationtially from that time to the current value of 7 mbar
theassumed
yieldsof thechannels
for DR of N2
+ in the with a singletime constant,and we havenot varied the
vibrational groundstate werethosereportedby Guber- initial CO2 pressureand the time constant for loss inman [1991]. The isotopeenhancementratio, whichis dependently. This is not necessarilyrealistic. A more
1.62 at present,is predictedto decreasesharply between
or less denseinitial atmospheremay be consistentwith
the present and 2 Gyr before present. The initial iso- the observedisotope enhancementif the time constant
tope enhancementratio at the end of the catastrophic
for loss varies with time. Still, it is noteworthy that
periodin the planet'shistory(at 3.8 Gyr beforepresent) the requirement is relaxed considerablyfor the escape
is predicted to be 0.027. This value is smaller than the
fractions
computed
hereandthe recentN2
+ DR yields
assumedvalue of 1.0 by a factor of almost 40, and shows
reportedby Kella et al. [1996].
that the N isotopesare significantlyoverfractionated.
The evolution of the N2 column density as a function of
6. Summary and Conclusions
time is illustrated in Figure 11a. This predictedinitial
•5

_

N2 columndensityis about2.8 x 1025cm-2, morethan

We havecomputedthe fractionsof 15Nand 14Nre-

3000 times the present value.
leasedwith energiesexceedingthe escapevelocityin DR
The isotope enhancementcan be inhibited by pos- of N2
+(v - 0- 5) for a rangeof ionandelectron
temtulating a dense, early atmosphereof 500 mbar CO2, peratures. We find that, due to the increase in width
which is lost exponentially with a time constant of of the distribution,the escapeprobabilityof XaNdeabout 890 million years to the present value of 7 mbar. creasesas the ion temperature becomeslarger. Only a
The isotope enhancementratio for this case is shown small enhancement in escapefraction is obtained, howas a dashedcurve in Figure 10a and is predicted to be ever, for an increase in the electron temperature over
unity at 3.8 Gyr before present,and the initial N2 col- the atmospherically realistic range of 300-3000 K. By
umn densityis only a factor of 4 larger than the present contrast,the escapefractionfor •5N,for whichthe mean
value.
velocity is less than the escape velocity at exospheric

92O2
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temperatures, becomeslarger as either the ion or dec- by the presenceof a denseearly atmospherein order to
tron temperature is increased. The parameter R, which reproducethe measuredcurrent isotoperatio. Here we
is the ratio of the escapeprobabilities
of •5N and 14N, havenarrowedthe uncertaintyin the isotopefractionaincreasessharply with increasingion temperature and tion of the DR processitself, and we havefoundthat the
more gradually with increasing electron temperature. escapefractionsfor both •SN and •4N are smallerthan
Due to its effect on the exothermicity of the DR reac- thosecomputedby Wallis [1978].A larger uncertainty
tion, R is very sensitive to the vibrational level of the is now in the modelsof the Martian thermosphere,for

N2
+ ion.The effectof changing
theN2
+ rotational
tem- which we have in situ data only from the two Viking
perature by factors of 2-5 is found to be small.
passesthrough the Martian upper atmosphere.
Using measuredvaluesfor the ion and electron temExperimentation with the effectsof changesin the
peratures, and a model of the vibrational distribution atmospheric models on the escaperate has lead us to

of N2
+, wehavecomputed
theescaping
fractions
for•4N believe that the uncertainty in the high solar activity
and •sN and their ratio for the Martian exosphere
from model that we have employedin the past is large and
105-300 km. The neutral model atmosphere was taken may be critical to the escape calculations. The misfrom the measurementsof Viking, and thus the results sionsto Mars which are planned for the next decade,
reported here pertain to low solar activity. The calcu- by the United States, Japaft, and Russia,will probably
lated ratio R increases with altitude from about 0.56 at
lead to a significantclarificationof the current escape
105 km to 0.85 at 300 kin, but the escapefraction for rates and therefore of the previoushistory of the Mars
•4N is relativelyconstantoverthat altituderange.At atmosphere.

about205km,wheretheN2
+ DR ratemaximizes,
theescapeprobabilities
are 0.434and 0.707for •SNand •4N, Appendix'
respectively,with a ratio of 0.61. Becausein this calcu-

The Monte Carlo Calculation

The Monte Carlo calculations
werecarriedout using
randomnumbergeneratorsfrom the NumericalRecipes
comparableto the resultsof Wallis[1078].For the con- subroutinepackage[Presset al., 1986]. The initial velocitiesof the ion and electronweredeterminedby genditionsthat mimicthe assumptions
of Wallis,our
and •4N escapefractionsare 0.2[}2and 0.574,respec- erating random numbers with a Gaussian distribution
in the x, y and z directions
tively, and are significantly smaller than his values of for the velocities
0.473 and 0.022, respectively. The ratio R, 0.51, how- and uz, respectively)usingthe subroutineGASDEV,
ever, agreeswell with his value. Someof the difference which returns random numbers with a Gaussian distriin the escapefractions may be accountedfor by our use bution that is characterizedby a standard deviation of

lationtheprobabilities
areaveraged
overthemodel

vibrational distribution, these numbers are not strictly

of a more realistic velocity-dependentcrosssection,and 1. We then scaledthe valuesby (kT/rn)ø'5,whereT
in slight differencesin the assumedvaluesfor the escape is the temperature associatedwith the particle. The
of the velocities(ur) werethendetermined
velocity and the exothermicity of the reaction, but some magnitudes
from
of the discrepancyis unexplained.
2 -[-Uy
2+ Uz2.
(A1)
Ur2 -- Ux
Using the escapefractions and ratio R at the peak

of the N2
+ DR altitudedistribution
(205-210km),we Although the anglescould have been derivedfrom this
have carried

out some illustrative

calculations

of the

information,they were determinedseparately.The az-

time historyof N2 and of the •sN/•4N ratio. We find imuthal angle (c•), which rangesfrom •r to -•r, was
that a dense, early atmosphere is required to inhibit determinedby generatinga random numberR• drawn
the escapeof N for both our escapefractions and those from a uniformdistributionbetween0 and 1 usingthe

of Wallis [1078],but that the initial CO2 pressurere- subroutineRAN1, and setting
quired is significantlylessusing our escapefractions. A

furtherreductionis obtainedif the yield (0.46)recently

c•= (2R•- 1)•(A2)
measured
by Kellaet al. [1006]fortheN(2D)+ N(4S)
channel
in N2+(v- 0) DR is adopted,
ratherthanthe The angle 0, which rangesfrom 7r/2 to -7r/2, and is
value(0.88) computedby Guberrnan
[1991]and which measuredrelative to the "equator"was determinedby
was used by Foz [1993]. More recentcalculationsof generating a random number R2 on the interval 0 to 1
S. L. Guberman(private communication,
1996) indi- usingRAN1, and setting

cate that the probability of the lowestenergychannelis
about 70%, about half-way betweenthe valuesadopted
from his previous calculationsand the measurementsof

0 = arcsin(2R2- 1).

(A3)

The velocity dependenceof the DR crosssectionwas
incorporatedusingthe crosssectionscomputedby GuTheanomalous
•sN/•4Nratioisa powerful
indicator betman[1991],as describedin the text. The relative

Kella et al. [1006].

of the history of the Martian atmosphere. In our previous calculationsthe escapeof nitrogen has been found
to be too efficient both at present and at earlier times.
The escapeof N has had to be inhibited, for example,

probabilities,
whichare proportional
to vet(v),wereaveragedover3 km s-• binsfrom 0 to 700 km s-•, and
are shown in Figure 3. The relative velocity of the ion

and electronwas computed,and the bin of Figure 3 in

FOXANDHA(•:ISOTOPEFRACTIONATION
IN N2+RECOMBINATION
which it falls was determined.

A random number Ra

on the interval 0 to 1 was then generatedusing RAN1
and compared to the relative probability P• for that
bin. If Ra _<P•, the DR was assumedto occur;if not,
the event was discarded. As can be seenfrom Figure 3,
for the very smallestvelocitiesthe relative probability
is greater than 1. If the event fell within one of these
bins, P• was truncated to an integer,and the eventwas
assumedto occur P• times. The normalization of the
probabilitiesis arbitrary, and the normalizationshown
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